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Période d'enseignement:
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Contenu

"We story ourselves and we are our stories" Does the reader agree with this statement? Are we those stories or do we become those stories?
Are we the stories we tell about ourselves? So say the narrativists. In the last decades, there has been a remarkably robust consensus about
this claim (standardly linked with the idea that self-narration is a good thing, necessary for a full human life) not only in the Humanities and
Social Sciences but also in Psychotherapy. On the contrary, does the reader of these lines feel that life is not reducible to a narrative, that there
is something else in our experience that falls outside the narrative and cannot be condensed or expressed in a story? Therefore, could the
reader say something like "I am not a story"? In this course, we will consider Narrative Psychology as a fundamental tool to understand how
people interpret or make sense of their ever-changing worlds. The first session will outline some theoretical foundations of the narrative
approach to human experience in Psychology. However, we will also try to address the problems or possible limitations of asserting that all
dimensions of human experience necessarily fall within the narrative competence. After the first session, students will be required to carry out a
small research project related to the themes and issues addressed in the first session, the results of which will be discussed in the second
session where presentations will take place.

Forme de l'évaluation

After the first session (Friday 4th March), students will be required to carry out a small research project of no more than 4000 words, excluding
references (format must be font size Times New Roman, 12, 1,5 spacing). Deadline for the deposit of this small research project will be Friday
6th May 2022. The research project will be related to the themes and issues addressed in the first session, and also, of course, it will have to do
with those topics that concern the student or are more relevant to her/him from a biographical or personal point of view. The results of these
projects will be discussed in the second session (Friday 13th May) where presentations will take place.
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Objectifs d'apprentissage

Au terme de la formation l'étudiant-e doit être capable de :

- Discuss Debate or reflect on different points of view
- Explore Explore different alternatives or perspectives,stimulating the student's ability to search for new questions
- Synthesise Synthesize approaches and points of view
- Integrate Integrate the different aspects of narrative and identity that have been discussed in class, establishing relationships between them

Compétences transférables

- Organise Organize the work material, based on the issues that have been discussed in class
- Question Question and propose points of view that the student feels are relevant
- Synthesise Synthesize the content of the topics covered
- Integrate Integrate the different searches or personal investigations in the human themes that are relevant to the student
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